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We study a surface growth model related to the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation for nonequilibrium kinetic
roughening, but where the thermal noise is replaced by a static columnar disorder x. This model is one of
the many representations of the problem of particle diffusion in trapping or amplifying disordered media. We
find that probability localization in the latter translates into facet formation in the equivalent surface growth
problem. Coarsening of the pattern can therefore be identified with the diffusion of the localization center. The
emergent faceted structure gives rise to nontrivial scaling properties, including anomalous surface roughening
in excellent agreement with an existing conjecture for kinetic roughening of faceted surfaces. In a wider
context, our study sheds light onto the scaling properties in other systems displaying this kind of patterned
surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Diffusion of a classical field in the presence of random
spatially distributed traps and sources is an important topic in
contemporary nonequilibrium statistical physics. Through
various mathematically equivalent formulations, the problem
can be related to a number of nonequilibrium processes, in-
cluding localization of random particles in disordered media,
chemical reactions, directed polymers in random potentials,
and stochastic growth models, to mention just a few impor-
tant examples see, for instance, 1 and references within.
Spatiotemporal properties of transport in trapping and ampli-
fying disordered media were first studied by Zhang 2 and
Ebeling et al. 3,4. They considered the problem of a prob-
ability density x , t obeying a simple multiplicative sto-
chastic dynamics
t = 
2 + xx,t , 1
where the random field x is Gaussian with zero mean and
correlator
xx = 2ax − x , 2
where the  function smears over some microscopic distance
a. Simple dimensional arguments give a characteristic length
scale 0 /2/4−d associated with the scales above which
the behavior is dominated by the disorder strong-coupling
limit. Some exact results for this model have been obtained
for the asymptotic behavior of lnx , t 5, where ¯ is
an average over disorder realizations. However, ln x , t,
rather than x , t itself, is the quantity of interest.
This simple model has multiple connections with other
important disordered systems 1. In particular, the Green
propagator x , t ;y ,0 of Eq. 1, i.e., the solution for the
initial condition x ,0=x−y, can be interpreted as the
restricted partition function of the d-dimensional Gaussian
polymer of length t at finite temperature with one end at
position y and the other end at position x, or, equivalently, as
a d+1-directed polymer in a random potential uncorrelated
in the t direction. In the zero-temperature limit the problem
can be formulated in terms of an optimal path 1.
One can qualitatively analyze the type of solutions of Eq.
1. It is interesting to notice that the multiplicative character
of Eq. 1 leads to sharply localized solutions around random
centers 2. Given a single realization of the random poten-
tial x, the growth of x , t is characterized by strong
spatial fluctuations because the asymptotic behavior is con-
centrated in several peaks which grow exponentially in time.
The localization centers correspond to space positions xc
where the potential x randomly takes large positive val-
ues. There is an exponential profile around such a typical
center, exp−x−xc /, with a certain localization length 
reaching out from the center xc. However, for long enough
time, a new and better center will appear, which over time
will outgrow the previous center, and the field x , t will
then concentrate around the new attractor, and so on. This
hopping from center to center will continue forever, with
longer and longer times spent at each new localization cen-
ter. There has been considerable theoretical discussion about
the time dependence of the position of the dominant local-
ization center 2–4. Theoretical studies based on replica
scaling analysis 6 and Flory-like approaches 8–10 have
finally concluded that the dynamics of the strongest localiza-
tion center in the strong-coupling regime is weakly sub-
ballistic, xct t / ln3/4 t, in any dimension.
Further insight can be achieved by the nonlinear Hopf-
Cole transformation x , t=exphx , t /, which leads us
to
thx,t = 2h + h2 + x , 3
describing the dynamics of the surface hx , t in a quenched
columnar disorder with short-ranged correlations
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x , tx , t=2Dax−x, where 2D=  /2. In the
interface growth problem, we are interested in the roughen-
ing properties of an initially flat interface; we are therefore
interested in the initial condition hx ,0=0, which in the
polymer picture can be interpreted as the problem of a poly-
mer of length t with one end at x and the other end at any
position, x , t=	dy x , t ;y ,0. The interface height is
then the free energy of the polymer, hx , t=ln x , t=
−Fx , t, with the opposite sign.
This equation is a close relative of the celebrated Kardar-
Parisi-Zhang KPZ equation for scale-invariant surface
growth 7, but with the usual thermal noise x , t replaced
by a static columnar disorder x. It has been pointed out
8 that at large length scales the interface is dominated by
the disorder values at single sites, such that the central limit
theorem does not apply, and the specific choice for the dis-
order distribution may be relevant. This is particularly rel-
evant for polymers at zero temperature, where the disorder
microscopic details do affect the form of the diffusion law in
a highly nontrivial way 8. Equation 3 has also been stud-
ied in the context of directed and undirected polymers in the
presence of columnar disorder 8–10. This type of columnar
disorder has attracted much interest in theoretical studies of
the pinning of magnetic flux lines in high-temperature super-
conductors 11–15, where it can be induced experimentally
by ion radiation 16.
In this paper, we study the scaling properties of a surface
following Eq. 3. We shall show that localization of the
solutions of Eq. 1 naturally leads to a faceted structure of
the corresponding surface hx , t in Eq. 3. We observe that
these facets coarsen with a coarsening length directly related
to the motion of the localization center xct in the original
problem. This is in agreement with earlier Flory-type argu-
ments 8–10. Our main result concerns our finding of
anomalous scaling properties of the surface, in excellent
agreement with an earlier conjecture by Ramasco et al. 17
for kinetically rough faceted surfaces. In the more general
framework of surface and thin film growth models, our study
provides an example of the interplay between static disorder
and nonlinear terms for the production of self-organized fac-
eted surfaces.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present
numerical results, which show the existence of faceted pat-
terns and coarsening in d=1. We also discuss the interpreta-
tion of these results in the context of localization in random
media. In Sec. III, kinetic roughening is studied numerically
in d=1,2. We shall need anomalous scaling ideas to under-
stand the scaling properties of the surface, which are much
more involved than those captured by the renormalization
approach. In Sec. IV, we take a closer look at the surface and
show that it can be decomposed into a base pattern plus some
fluctuations. Both components can be studied independently,
and we show that their dynamics allows understanding of the
anomalous scaling properties observed. We finish with some
concluding remarks in Sec. V.
II. FACETED GROWTH AND COARSENING
In order to perform a numerical integration of Eq. 3, the
parameters can easily be rescaled to have only one indepen-
dent control parameter—namely, the coupling constant ¯
=
D /4. Note that this coupling constant is related to the
characteristic length scale in Eq. 1, ¯ =0
2/d−4 /
2. This im-
plies that for d	4 the strong-coupling behavior 0
a of
the polymer problem corresponds to that of the interface in
the strong-coupling regime ¯1.
We have used a standard finite-differences scheme as fol-
lows:
hi,t + t = hi,t + ti + t¯ /4hi + 1,t − hi − 1,t2
+ thi + 1,t + hi − 1,t − 2hi,t , 4
where the lattice spacing has been set to unity. We start our
simulation from a uniformly flat initial condition hi , t=0
=ran0,1, and periodic boundary conditions h0, t=hL , t
and hL+1, t=h1, t are imposed at each time step. Simu-
lations with different time steps were carried out, and the
scheme proved to be stable and well behaved for a time step
t=0.01 or smaller for the range of parameters simulated.
The static disorder i is spatially uncorrelated and drawn at
random from a normal distribution N0,1.
A typical one-dimensional growth pattern of the surface is
shown in Fig. 1 for ¯ =2 in a system size L=1024. One
observes that the interface organizes itself into a faceted tri-
angular pattern with a characteristic slope. The typical lat-
eral size of a triangular mound grows, and, eventually, one
ends up with a single large triangle spanning the whole sys-
tem. Therefore, in a finite-size system, the asymptotic solu-
tion consists of a surface growing at constant velocity, con-
serving its triangular shape. The faceted pattern emerges as
an overall long-wavelength behavior resulting from the exis-
tence of strong pinning and depinning centers, which in turn
arise from the quenched columnar disorder x. At any
given time the surface is then made by superposition of
triangular-shape base functions hx0−stx−x0, centered
around the strong depinning centers x0 i.e., the cusps in Fig.
1, where the disorder x is large and positive. The evolu-
tion was previously described in Refs. 9,10.
The average surface slope h21/2 and the surface ve-
locity vt= th, after spatial averaging in 3, are found to
FIG. 1. Typical evolution of a surface obeying 3 in a system of
size L=1024. From bottom to top, the curves correspond to times
t /t=213,215,217,219 and are shifted for the sake of clarity.
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satisfy the typical KPZ relation h21/2= vt /¯ 1/2. How-
ever, it is worth noting here that, in contrast with the thermal
KPZ model, the average interface velocity is not constant in
the intermediate-time regime before saturation. We shall dis-
cuss this point in more detail in Sec. IV. Only at very long
times, when the pattern becomes stationary, does vt
→const, and we expect a limiting triangular profile with a
time-independent average slope proportional to v /¯ 1/2.
The coarsening of the surface pattern to larger and larger
triangles is commonly characterized by the growth law of the
lateral mound size t. We expect the slope-slope correla-
tion hx , thx+r , t to decay to zero over a typical dis-
tance t. We measured the coarsening length t from the
correlation decay plot and the results are shown in Fig. 2. In
principle, the coarsening length time behavior can be nicely
fitted with a power law t t1/zcoarse with exponent
1 /zcoarse=0.87±0.03. However, on theoretical grounds 8,10
we expect the correct scaling to follow a sub-ballistic law
t t / ln3/4 t.
Interestingly, the formation of facets in Eq. 3 is directly
related to the localization of the solutions  in the multipli-
cative diffusion equation 1. Note that a facet of slope s,
hx , t=hx0−stx−x0, with a cusp at x=x0, corresponds
to an exponential profile exp−stx−x0, spatially lo-
calized around x0 for the particle probability density in 1.
In addition, the lateral mound size t corresponds to the
average distance separating one localization center from the
next one, and therefore the coarsening growth law is to be
compared with the sub-ballistic diffusion of the localization
center t / ln3/4 t in Refs. 8,10.
III. FACETED SURFACE AND ANOMALOUS
ROUGHENING
The surface growth model 3 is expected to generate
scale-invariant surfaces with space-time correlations 10
obeying power-law scaling of the type
hx,t − hx + l,t21/2  lGl/t1/z , 5
where the overbar denotes the average over all x, the angular
brackets denote the average over realizations, and the critical
exponents  and z are the roughening and dynamic expo-
nents, respectively. The scaling function Gu becomes con-
stant for u
1, and decays as u− for u1.
As mentioned above, the model differs from the KPZ
equation in that the Gaussian -correlated noise term is re-
placed by a static columnar disorder although also Gaussian
and -correlated. In physical terms this is not irrelevant,
because it leads to long-range temporal correlations in the
growth direction and the violation of the Galilean invariance,
i.e., the transformation of variables h=h+ ·x and x=x
−t that leaves the KPZ equation unaltered. Geometrically
this corresponds to an invariance under tilting of the inter-
face by an infinitesimal angle . The most important conse-
quence of Galilean invariance in the KPZ equation is that the
nonlinear term  does not renormalize under the renormal-
ization group RG transformation; in turn this implies the
existence of an exact scaling relation +z=2. However, the
static disorder in Eq. 3 breaks the Galilean invariance;
hence  does renormalize and +z2
An earlier one-loop perturbative RG approach in Ref. 10
gave the critical exponents z=2− 4−d2−d / 12−5d and
= 4−d2 / 12−5d. In the following section, the RG ap-
proximation is compared with numerical simulations in d
=1,2. Note that the faceted patterns described in the last
section cannot be captured by this standard RG analysis,
which by definition is aimed at scale-invariant solutions. As
will be shown in what follows, the pattern is also responsible
for an anomalous roughening behavior of the surface. The
reason for the failure of the standard scaling ansatz might be
related to the fact that higher-loop corrections to the RG flow
equations introduce infinitely many relevant terms of the
form 2nh2n, as has already been noticed in Ref. 10.
We now briefly review the concept of generic scaling
since, as we shall see below, Eq. 3 exhibits anomalous
scaling properties. Scale-invariant roughening and the corre-
sponding power-law scaling of surface fluctuations, as cast in
Eq. 5, is usually referred to as Family-Vicsek scaling
18,19 and has been shown to be useful for a wide class of
growth problems. However, over the last ten years, experi-
mental studies in a variety of systems including growth of
thin films, electrodeposition, fracture, or fluid imbibition
20–25, as well as theoretical studies 17,26–35, have con-
firmed the existence of the so-called anomalous kinetic
roughening. The term anomalous actually refers to the obser-
vation that local and global fluctuations do exhibit scaling,
but may do so with different exponents.
When looking at the scaling properties of scale-invariant
growing surfaces, one can typically analyze the scaling be-
havior of local vs global fluctuations, which can show differ-
ent scaling properties if anomalous scaling takes place. On
the one hand, global fluctuations are typically measured by
the dispersion of the surface around the mean value, so one
calculates the global width WL , t= hx , t−h¯t21/2,
where the overbar denotes the average over all x in a system
of lateral size L and the angular brackets denote the average
over realizations. For scale-invariant surfaces, one expects
the global width to scale as WL , tLGL / t1/z, where G is
a scaling function with the same asymptotic behavior as in
5, and  is the global roughness exponent. Therefore, in the
FIG. 2. Evolution of lateral mound size t. The straight line is
plotted to guide the eyes and has slope 1/zcoarse=−0.87. The inset
shows the sub-ballistic coarsening law by plotting tln3/4t vs
time circles. The solid line is plotted to guide the eye and has
slope 1.
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stationary regime tLz we have WstatLL.
On the other hand, one can also define a local roughness
exponent loc from the scaling behavior of the local width
wl , t= Šhx , t− hlt2‹l1/2, where ¯l denotes an aver-
age over x in a box window of lateral size l. For scale-
invariant surfaces local fluctuations are also expected to
show scaling, wl , t llocGAl / t1/z, where the scaling func-
tion is now GAuconst for u
1, and decays as u−loc for
u1. This scaling behavior leads to a distinctive scaling
with the window size in the stationary regime, so that
wstatl ,L llocL−loc. It is worth noting the dependence of
the stationary local width on the system size, which is a
characteristic fingerprint of anomalous scaling. Standard
scaling is recovered when =loc, where there is no differ-
ence between the scaling properties of local and global fluc-
tuations. On the contrary, anomalous scaling occurs when
loc. This difference in the scaling local and global scal-
ing has important implications in the form of the scaling
functions, the meaning of the exponents, and their correct
determination from experiments or simulations.
A. Generic scaling ansatz
Ramasco et al. 17 introduced the generic scaling ansatz
in order to include all the existing scaling behaviors in scale-
invariant roughening in one single framework. They showed
that all the different forms that dynamic scaling can take are
naturally derived as subclasses of a more general scaling
ansatz, whenever scale invariance of the correlation func-
tions exists. Generic scaling is best formulated in Fourier
space in terms of the structure factor or spectral power spec-
trum Sk , t= hˆ k , thˆ −k , t, where hˆ k , t is the Fourier
transform of the surface in a system of size L, hˆ k , t
=L−d/2xhk , t−h¯texpik ·x. Following 17, we write
the ansatz
Sk,t = k−2+dskt1/z , 6
where  is the the global roughness exponent and the scaling
function takes the general form
su  u2−s if u 1,
u2+d if u
 1. 7
Here s is called the spectral roughness exponent. One can
obtain the correlation functions in real space simply by inte-
grating 6 over Fourier momenta k= k. To be precise, the
global width is given by W2L , t=	dk /2Sk , t, while
one has that the local fluctuations are given by w2l , t
	2/L
/a dk /21−cosklSk , t, where a is the lattice spac-
ing and L is the system size. A caveat when performing the
latter integral is that the various limits involved a→0,
t1/z /L→, and L→ may not commute 17,32. This leads
to different scaling behavior of GAu depending on the value
of the exponent s. This results in the following classifica-
tion:
s	 1 ⇒ loc = ss = ⇒ Family-Vicsek,
s  ⇒ intrinsic;

s 1 ⇒ loc = 1s = ⇒ super-rough,
s  ⇒ faceted.
 8
Family-Vicsek scaling then corresponds to =loc=s	1,
and the interface is actually self-affine. However, dynamic
scaling and power-law spacetime correlations are also pos-
sible for different settings than that of Family-Vicsek scaling,
when the identity between different roughening exponents is
not satisfied. In this case scaling is called anomalous. Intrin-
sic anomalous roughening and super-roughening have been
shown 33–35 to be associated with a nontrivial power-law
growth of the mean local slope h2.
The scaling subclass we shall be interested in is the fac-
eted anomalous scaling, since, as we have seen in Sec. II,
solutions of Eq. 3 self-organize in rough faceted patterns.
In Ref. 17 it was conjectured that the faceted subclass
should be generic for rough faceted surfaces exhibiting
power-law correlations.
B. Faceted roughening in 1+1 and 2+1 dimensions
According to the general framework just discussed in the
previous section, a fluctuating faceted surface is expected to
exhibit anomalous scaling properties as described by the
“faceted” subclass in Eq. 8. We have computed the struc-
ture factor from a numerical integration of the surface
growth model 3 in one and two dimensions. Generalization
of the finite-difference scheme 4 for d=2 is straightfor-
ward.
In Fig. 3 we show the structure factor Sk , t of the surface
in d=1 at times t /t=213,216,219,222. Note that as time in-
creases the curves shift downward, as expected from the ge-
neric scaling theory for 	s see previous section. To be
precise, replacing Eq. 7 in 6, we have Sk , t
k−2s+dt2−s/z for kt1/z1, where the curves show a
power-law displacement in time t2−s/z that depends on the
anomalous difference between the global and spectral rough-
FIG. 3. Color online Structure factor of the surface obtained
by numerical integration of 3 in systems of size L=16 384. The
curves a, b, c, and d correspond to times t /t=213, 216, 219, and
222, respectively. The straight line is plotted to guide the eyes and
has slope −4. Note the downward shift. The inset shows a data
collapse according to the generic scaling form in Eqs. 6 and 7
with exponents =1.07±0.05 and z=1.15±0.05. The dashed and
the solid straight lines have slopes −1 and 3, respectively.
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ness exponents. Measuring the asymptotic decay of the struc-
ture factor curves, k−2s+d, for long times and small mo-
menta k we immediately obtain an estimation for the spectral
roughness exponent s=1.5±0.05. The straight line in Fig. 3
is a guide to the eye and has a slope 2s+1=4. According to
the scaling ansatz 6 and 7 we can get a data collapse for
Sk , t. We find that the data collapse is optimal for the ex-
ponents =1.07±0.05 and z=1.15±0.05 and the result is
shown in the inset of Fig. 3. Our results are in excellent
agreement with the conjecture of Ref. 17 for rough faceted
surfaces.
However, it is important to remark that the coarsening
dynamics t / ln3/4t strongly suggests that the exponent z
measured in this scaling analysis has to be just an effective
exponent, which should be compared with the effective ex-
ponent measured in the coarsening analysis zzcoarse. In Fig.
4 we show that in fact the data from Fig. 3 can be nicely
collapsed according to
Sk,t = k−2+dskt/ln3/4t , 9
with =1.07±0.05. Nonetheless, one can consider the effec-
tive power law t1/z as satisfactory in very good approxima-
tion with logarithmic corrections. Note that this effective
exponent will not be universal. Slightly different values can
be observed for different systems following the same dynam-
ics, depending, for example, on the disorder distribution 8.
We have also studied the growth model in d=2. In Fig. 5
we show the two-dimensional 2D patterned surface at dif-
ferent times. The 1D triangles become cones due to the in-
variance of 3 under rotation of the two dimensional sub-
strate. The structure factor of the surface in d=2 is shown in
Fig. 6. Following the generic scaling functions Eqs. 6 and
7, we find s=1.00±0.02 and a good data collapse is ob-
tained for the exponents =0.62±0.05 and z=1.20±0.05
see inset of Fig. 6. Results in d=2 are also in excellent
agreement with the anomalous scaling ansatz for faceted sur-
faces in Eq. 8.
IV. LOCAL FLUCTUATIONS
We now take a closer look at the surface to uncover some
interesting properties of the model. For the sake of simplicity
in the analysis, we restrict ourselves to the one-dimensional
case, but the argument can be generalized to 2+1 dimensions
in a straightforward manner.
The basic observation is that at any given time the surface
height can be seen as the sum of two different contributions.
On the one hand, at large length scales the surface is faceted
with a time-dependent average slope s¯t. The pattern can
be constructed as a superposition of base functions of trian-
gular shape, hxi−sx−xi
c, with cusps at certain sites xi
c and
slopes s randomly drawn from a nonstationary probability
distribution peaked at smaxt. On the other hand, at short
wavelengths the surface exhibits fluctuations around the
facet, thus locally deviating from the average global pattern.
We find that the facet component h0x , t and the short-
scale noisy component yx , t can be separated at any given
time during the numerical integration as explicitly shown in
Fig. 7 for a typical surface realization. Separation into these
two components can be carried out numerically as follows.
First, at any given time during the numerical simulation, the
interface hx is smoothed to remove local maxima and
minima corresponding to local fluctuations upon the triangu-
lar structure. This is done by replacing the heights at every
FIG. 4. Color online Collapse of the data presented in Fig. 3
using the t ln−3/4t subdiffusion law in 9.
FIG. 5. Numerical results in 2+1 dimensions for a system of
size 10241024 at times t /t=215, 216, 217, and 218, from left to
right. The gray scale plots show the 2D surface height top panels
and the corresponding derivative in one substrate direction bottom
panels. Note the emergence and coarsening of a conical structure.
FIG. 6. Color online Structure factor of the 2D surface in a
system of size 10241024. Curves a, b, c, and d correspond to
times t /t=212, 214, 216, and 218, respectively. The straight line has
slope 2s+2=−4. In the inset a data collapse corresponding to the
generic scaling ansatz, Eqs. 6 and 7, with exponents 
=0.62±0.05 and z=1.20±0.05 is shown. The dashed and the solid
straight line have slopes −0.76 and 3.24, respectively.
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site by a spatial average over some arbitrary region around
each site. Then, the locations of the cusp sites xi
c and valley
sites xi
v of the smoothed curve are easily identified and the
pattern h0x is defined as the set of straight lines connecting
the cusp points (xic ,hxic) to the neighboring valley points
(xjv ,hxjv). The interface corresponding to the fluctuations is
then obtained by taking the difference yx=hx−h0x.
The existence of these two different contributions makes
it possible to express the surface height as
hx,t = h0x,t + yx,t , 10
where h0x , t is the facet component and yx , t is the local
fluctuation of the height around the global pattern compo-
nent. One can think of the facet component as a superposi-
tion of base functions of triangular shape,
h0x,t = 
i
hxi − sx − xi
cxxi−1
v
,xi
v , 11
where the sum runs over the Nct substrate sites correspond-
ing to the random location of the cusps, as shown in Fig. 7
for a typical evolution. The Heaviside-type function,
x u ,v=1 if uxv and 0 otherwise, defines the domain
on the substrate interval xi−1v ,xiv between the nearest left,
xi−1
v
, and right, xiv, shallow valley sites around every cusp site
xi
c
.
The cusp sites xi
c and the valley sites xiv are selected by the
dynamics of the surface as the result of a competition be-
tween the particular realization of the static columnar disor-
der x and the KPZ nonlinearity, which forces the local
surface slope to be bounded. Cusps tend to appear at strong
depinning sites, where the columnar disorder is large and
positive, and therefore growth is greatly enhanced at the ex-
pense of neighboring sites where the depinning force is
lower. The cusp sites are uniformly distributed along the
front and separated by a typical distance of the order of the
coarsening length t. The number of cusp sites and the
corresponding valleys decreases rapidly in time due to
coarsening, and one can estimate NctL /tLt−1ln3/4 t.
We find that the facet slopes s are distributed according a
certain probability density. As shown in Fig. 8, the probabil-
ity density function P for the facet slope, Ph0, is a
function peaked at smax. The distribution gets progressively
narrower as it proceeds toward its stationary form. Estimates
for the average slope time dependence of the facets have
been given in 10. In contrast, the slope distribution for the
whole surface, Ph, is much wider, even at the stationary
state. It is convenient to define the function Ht= h0x , t
as the average height of the facet component at time t, so that
we have that the average interface velocity is th=H˙ t
+ ty, where ty=y2=c is a constant.
It is most remarkable that the pattern and local fluctuation
components in Eq. 10 are completely decoupled. This can
be used to obtain an equation for the dynamic evolution of
the local fluctuation component yx , t, by adiabatic elimina-
tion of the pattern degrees of freedom h0x , t. Decoupling of
the two components can be proved as follows. According to
Eq. 10 we have h=h0+y, which leads to h2
= h02+c /+2h0 · y, after space and disorder av-
eraging. However, if pattern and local fluctuations are actu-
ally decoupled we have h0 · y= h0 · y=0,
which is identically zero. Note that periodic boundary con-
ditions imply that h0= y=0 at all times. So if and
only if the two processes are decoupled, we would expect
h2 − h02 = c/ 12
to be satisfied at any time t. Indeed, numerical results in Fig.
9 show that the difference between the h2 and h02
curves tends to a constant as time increases, indicating that
the pattern and local fluctuations get rapidly decoupled as the
system evolves.
Decoupling of the global pattern and local fluctuation
components is indeed a remarkable property, and allows us
to get an evolution equation for the dynamics of the local
fluctuations yx , t within an adiabatic approximation. The
surface degrees of freedom, i.e., the height field hx , t, are
divided in Eq. 10 into facet and local fluctuation degrees of
FIG. 7. Separation in pattern component h0x and local fluctua-
tions yxhx−h0x.
FIG. 8. Color online Probability density functions for the
slopes of the whole interface upper panel and the facets lower
panel at times t /t=21,28 ,210,213,224 and t /t
=21,28 ,210,213,217,224, respectively. In both cases the most prob-
able slope value increases with time. In the case of the facets the
distribution also gets narrower in time. The inset shows the most
probable slope values for complete interface solid line and the
facets dashed line, both tend to some maximum value in the long-
time limit.
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freedom. One can now integrate the fastest degrees of free-
dom, those corresponding to the global pattern, in order to
arrive at an equation for the remaining variables, the field
yx , t. Substituting the decomposition 10 in the surface
growth evolution equation 3, we have
ty = 2y + y2 + fx,t , 13
where the stochastic driving field is fx , t=−th0+2h0
+h02+2h0 · y+x. The approximation now
amounts to replacing fx , t by an effective noise f˜x , t. One
can think of the effective noise as an average of fx , t over
the dynamically faster degrees of freedom, i.e., h0, which
amounts to averaging over the long wavelengths. The decou-
pling between the two components, h0 · y=0, makes
the multiplicative coupling term vanish, and we claim that
the local fluctuation field is described by 13 with an effec-
tive noise f˜x , t. In this approximation, the precise statistical
properties of this effective noise term, which depend on the
interplay between the static disorder, the random position of
the cusps, and the slope selection discussed above, are ne-
glected. These details are irrelevant for determining the dy-
namics of the local fluctuation y as long as the effective noise
f˜x , t probability distribution has finite moments and there
are no long-range correlations. Under these general assump-
tions, one would conclude that the local fluctuations should
belong to the KPZ universality class. This approximation
turns out to be too rough though. In Fig. 10 we plot the
structure factor of the noise component, yˆk , tyˆ−k , t, ob-
tained from the decomposition 10 at time t. From data col-
lapse we obtain a roughness exponent =0.49±0.05 and dy-
namic exponent z=1.15±0.05 for the local fluctuation
component. These exponents are to be compared with KPZ
critical behavior in 1+1 dimensions, KPZ=1/2 and zKPZ
=3/2. Comparison reveals that this adiabatic approximation
is too rough to give the correct value of the dynamic expo-
nent of the local fluctuations, although it gives the correct
spatial scaling with a roughness exponent 1 /2. Note that the
value of z coincides with that of the dynamic exponent of the
whole surface determined in Sec. III, as expected. We be-
lieve that the existence of long-range correlations in the ef-
fective noise f˜x , t is responsible for this value of the dy-
namic exponent. Note that the effective noise term contains
all the information about the dynamics of the global pattern,
which should be far from being trivially described by a white
noise term.
Finally, we find that the structure factor of the surface at
any given time can also be obtained as the sum of the struc-
ture factors corresponding to the two components in Eq.
10,
Sk,t = h0ˆk,th0ˆ− k,t + yˆk,tyˆ− k,t , 14
which can be valid only whenever h0ˆk , tyˆ−k , t is zero,
so that there is no coupling between the pattern and the local
fluctuation degrees of freedom. As shown in Fig. 11 simula-
tion results fully support Eq. 14. Figure 11 shows the struc-
ture factor of the faceted pattern h0x , t, the local fluctua-
tions yx , t, and the complete interface hx , t at two
different times.
It becomes apparent that the anomalous scaling of the
surface stems from that of the faceted structure. Since the
vertical scale in Fig. 11 is logarithmic, the sum in 14 will
essentially be dominated by the largest of the two, as one can
easily see in Fig. 11. Therefore, the large-scale behavior of
the complete interface is totally dominated by the scaling
behavior of the facets. On the other hand, the structure factor
Sk , t should cross over to that of the local fluctuations,
yˆk , tyˆ−k , t, at short wavelengths. The structure factor of
the facet component shifts downward with time because 
	s. This is not the case for the structure factor of the local
fluctuations, which scale according to the Family-Vicsek an-
satz where =s. Thus the length scale at which the local
fluctuations dominate the structure factor should grow with
time. Whether the asymptotic scaling behavior of the facets
can be observed in the limit t→ for a finite system depends
FIG. 9. Color online Average of the square of the spatial de-
rivative of the whole interface hx , t and the facets h0x , t. In the
inset the difference 12 is plotted. For large enough times, the
difference tends to a constant value, confirming the decoupling of
the local fluctuations from the pattern.
FIG. 10. Color online Structure factor of the local fluctuations
yx , t for a system of size L=16 384 at times t /t=212, 214, 216,
and 218, for a, b, c, and d, respectively. The straight line is plotted
to guide the eyes and has slope −2. Inset shows a data collapse
according to the Family-Vicsek subclass scaling. The best collapse
was obtained for the exponents =0.49±0.05 and z=1.15±0.05.
The dashed and the solid straight lines have slopes 0 and 2,
respectively.
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on the relative strength of the local fluctuations. One could,
for example, think of the case in which a thermal noise term
is added to 3. If the noise strength is augmented, the cross-
over should shift to larger length scales; as a result, the
asymptotic regime might not be detected if the system is
finite.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied a surface growth model whose determin-
istic part is that of the KPZ model but the thermal noise is
replaced by a static columnar disorder x. This model
naturally arises from the simplest description of transport in
trapping and amplifying disordered media though a Hopf-
Cole transformation, and it is one of the many equivalent
mathematical formulations of the problem.
Numerical simulations in 1+1 and 2+1 dimensions re-
vealed that the form of the solutions is far more complicated
than what a one-loop RG calculation can produce. The sur-
face organizes itself in facets of a certain characteristic slope.
The slope dynamics is the result of an interplay between
static disorder and the bounding effect of the KPZ nonlinear-
ity. We have measured the coarsening length of the faceted
structure, which in turn is equivalent to the motion of the the
localization center in a multiplicative medium. Numerical
estimates of the coarsening law are in good agreement with
existing theoretical arguments 8,10.
We have found that the existence of a faceted pattern
leads to nontrivial scaling properties, including anomalous
scaling. This is in excellent agreement with an earlier con-
jecture of Ramasco et al. for kinetic roughening of faceted
surfaces. Moreover, we have found that the surface can be
decomposed into two different contributions, the global pat-
tern, which dominates the surface scaling at long wave-
lengths, and a local fluctuation component, whose spatial
properties are characterized by a roughness exponent 
=KPZ. An adiabatic approximation allowed us to relate the
spatial scaling of the local noisy component to KPZ critical
behavior. However, the dynamic exponent is dominated by
the global pattern, and we found z=1.15±0.05 and z
=1.20±0.05 in d=1 and 2, respectively. In the light of theo-
retical arguments 8,10 that predict logarithmic corrections
to the diffusion law, the value of the dynamic exponent z has
to be seen as an effective exponent. However, as we have
shown, these corrections are very weak and extremely diffi-
cult to distinguish from purely power-law growth, even with
three and a half decades of scaling.
As has been pointed out in Ref. 8, the scaling exponents
may be dependent on the disorder distribution in this prob-
lem. This applies specially to the limit case of zero tempera-
ture not studied in this paper, but some weaker effects have
also been predicted for finite temperatures which is the case
more relevant to our study of 3. Indeed, we have carried
out a full numerical study for a uniform disorder distribution
and also found faceted growth with anomalous kinetic
roughening not shown. However, differences in the value
of the dynamic exponent were obtained. This numerical dif-
ference is not surprising as z is only expected to be an effec-
tive exponent. Moreover, the exact time dependence for the
case with uniform disorder distribution may differ from
t / ln3/4t, which was originally derived for Gaussian distribu-
tions of disorder.
In a more general context, we believe that similar mecha-
nisms might be at work in other growth systems that produce
kinetically rough faceted surfaces. In particular, our study
suggests that the spectral roughness exponent that was con-
jectured by Ramasco et al. in Ref. 17 can play a role in the
description of the scaling properties in other systems display-
ing this kind of patterned surface.
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FIG. 11. Structure factor in a system of size L=16 384. Numeri-
cal results for the facets top solid curves a and b, the local fluc-
tuations bottom solid curves a and b, and the complete interface
solid circles are shown at times t /t=218 and t=222, curves a and
b, respectively. It can be observed that the structure factor of the
surface is dominated by the local fluctuations at short wavelengths,
k10−1 in the plot. However, the structure factor crosses over to
that of the faceted pattern at long wavelengths, just as expected
from Eq. 14. Therefore, the anomalous spectral roughness expo-
nent as well as the downward shift of the complete interface arises
from that of the facets. Unlike the structure factor of the facets, the
local fluctuation power spectrum does not shift downward in time.
The dashed and the solid straight lines are plotted to guide the eyes
and have slopes of −2 and −4, respectively.
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